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NASA’s current Mars rover... 

•  How does a Mars rover find its position and orientation? 
•  Current: camera image sent to Earth, judged by humans 

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/MPF/ops/sol2.html 



NASA’s next Mars rover... 

•  How does a Mars rover find its position and orientation? 
•  Current: camera image sent to Earth, judged by humans 
•  Future possibility: use sensors and infer state from measurements 

•  Given a sequence of measurements, what is the current state? 

http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/nanorover/en/ 
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What is a hidden Markov model? 

•  describes behaviour of a probabilistic process 

•  current state is hidden 
•  observations provide partial information on current state 

•  Definition: 
-  set of states S (labelled with atomic propositions) 
-  set of observations Ω 
-  probabilistic transition relation P: S ✕ S  [0,1] (labelled with observations) 

•  Belief state or information state: 
what is known about the current state, based on observations 



What is a HMM good for? 

•  speech recognition 
-  What has been said, given a certain sequence of sounds? 

•  adaptive communication channel 
-  What is the current reliability of the channel, given the recent pattern of breakdowns? 

•  biological sequence analysis 
-  Is the probability of a match high enough, given the two sequences of acids/bases? 

•  card game 
-  Which cards does the player still hold, given a certain play? 

•  Global question: 
What state has a high/the highest probability, 
given a certain sequence of observations? 

•  (Problem 2 in Rabiner ’89) 
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A logic for HMMs 

•  POCTL* = probabilistic and observation-CTL* 
•  extends CTL* and PCTL 
•  allows to specify constraints on observations 

•  Example formulas: 
-  The probability is at least 0.5 that 

after observations ω1, ω2 and ω3, the system is in state turned. 

   P≥0.5(Xω1 Xω2 Xω3 turned) 

-  The probability to get observation sequence (υ1 υ2 υ3) or (ν1 ν2) 
is smaller than 0.1. 

   P<0.1( (Xυ1 Xυ2 Xυ3 true) ∨ (Xν1 Xν2 true) ) 

•  Model checking algorithm for these formulas exists 
[Zhang, Hermanns, Jansen: FORTE’05] 



POCTL* syntax 

state formulas 
 Φ ::= true | a | ¬Φ | Φ ∧ Φ | ε 

path formulas 
 φ ::= Φ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | XΥ φ | φ U≤n φ

belief state formulas 
  ε ::= ¬ε | ε ∧ ε | P⋈p(φ)

Constraint on probability of 
paths with a given property 
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What is bisimulation? 

•  Identify states that show equivalent behaviour 
•  Goal: smaller model  simpler model checking 

•  standard definition for Markov chains, extended to HMM: 
•  Equivalence relation R⊆S×S 

is a bisimulation if 
-  it respects the labelling: 

for all atomic propositions a, L(s,a) = L(t,a) 
-  it respects the observations: 

for all ω∈Ω, Probs(ω) = Probt(ω) 
-  it respects the transitions (conditional on ω): 

for all ω∈Ω and equivalence classes C∈S/R, Prob(C | s ➝) R Prob(C | t ➝) 
 for all (s,t)∈R 

•  notation: s ~ t 

ω ω 



strong belief bisimulation 

•  Problem of (standard) bisimulation: 
relation between states, but states are invisible 

•  Solution: 
define relation between belief states 

•  Equivalence relation R⊆B×B 
is a strong belief bisimulation if 
-  it respects the labelling: 

for all atomic propositions a, L(b,a) = L(c,a) 
-  it respects the observations: 

for all ω∈Ω, Probb(ω) = Probc(ω) 
-  it respects the transitions (conditional on ω): 

for all ω∈Ω, Prob(* | b ➝) R Prob(* | c ➝) 
 for all (b,c)∈R 

•  notation: b ~sb c 

ω ω 



bisimulation vs. belief bisimulation 
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Fig. 2. Illustrating state-based strong bisimulation and strong belief bisimulation.

Example 2. Consider the HMM depicted in figure 2, in which observation and labelling

functions are not depicted. Assume L(s3) != L(s4), and other states have the same
labelling.

First, it holds that s1 !" t1, independent of the observation function. The reason is
that s2 cannot be bisimilar with either t2 or t3.

Now let b = 1s1
and c = 1t1 . It is easy to verify that b "sb c, if the observa-

tion function satisfies O(s1, s2) = O(t1, t2) = O(t1, t3), O(s2, s3) = O(t2, s3) =
O(t3, s3), and O(s2, s4) = O(t2, s4) = O(t3, s4).

Now we recall weak belief bisimulation for HMMs, based on [4]:

Definition 5. Let R # B $ B be an equivalence relation on the belief states. R is a

weak belief bisimulation if it respects the following conditions for every (b, c) % R:

1. For all atomic propositions a % AP , we have L(b, a) = L(c, a).
2. For all observations ! % ", we have Probb(!) = Probc(!).
3. For all R-equivalence classes B % B/R, we have Probb(B) = Probc(B).

Two belief states b, c % B are weakly belief bisimilar if there exists a weak belief bisim-

ulation R with b R c. This is denoted b "wb c.

Indeed, it holds that "sb & "wb, where the inclusion is strict [4]. Intuitively, while

strong belief bisimulation requires that the updated belief states must be in the relation,

in weak belief bisimulation we require only that the updated belief states evolve with

the same probability to each B % B/R.
The example in figure 3, taken from [4], illustrates the difference: 1s1

and 1t1 are

not strongly belief bisimilar, but they are weakly belief bisimilar.

4 Characterising bisimilarity

This section presents the logical characterisation results for the three bisimilarities for

HMMs. We first show that state-based bisimilarity agrees with the logical equivalence

induced by POCTL*. Then, we shall identify two sublogics of POCTL* to characterise

strong and weak belief bisimilarities, respectively.

{s1↦1} ~sb {t1↦1} s1 ~ t1 / 



weak belief bisimulation 

•  Equivalence relation R⊆B×B 
is a weak belief bisimulation if 
-  it respects the labelling: 

for all atomic propositions a, L(b,a) = L(c,a) 
-  it respects the observations: 

for all ω∈Ω, Probb(ω) = Probc(ω) 
-  it respects the transitions: 

for all equivalence classes B∈B/R, 
Prob(B | b ➝) = Prob(B | c ➝) 

 for all (b,c)∈R 

•  notation: b ~wb c 

in strong belief bisimulation: 

it respects the transitions (conditional on ω): 
for all ω∈Ω, Prob(* | b ➝) R Prob(* | c ➝) ω ω 



strong vs. weak belief bisimulation 
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Fig. 3. The difference between strong and weak belief bisimilarity

4.1 Strong bisimilarity

We consider first the state-based bisimulation relation. We show that the equivalence

induced by the logic POCTL* agrees with strong (state-based) bisimilarity. As a prepa-

ration, we introduce the notion of bisimulation-closed set of paths.

Definition 6. A set of paths is bisimulation-closed if it is a (disjoint) union of equiva-

lence classes induced by strong bisimilarity on paths.

Lemma 1. Assume that s is strongly bisimilar to t. Then, for all bisimulation-closed
sets of paths# , we have that Probs(#) = Probt(#).

Proof. It is enough to show equality for a !-closed generator of the $-algebra of all
bisimulation-closed sets of paths. Therefore, assume w. l. o. g. that # is a cylinder set

Cyl(C0, "0, C1, "1, . . . , Cn), where the Ci are bisimulation equivalence classes, and

assume that s " C0. Bisimilarity implies t " C0. Clearly,Probs(#) = ProbC0
("0, C1)·

ProbC1
("1, C2) · · · ·ProbCn!1

("n!1, Cn) = Probt(#) where ProbCi
= Probsi

for

some si " Ci; as Ci is a bisimulation equivalence class, ProbCi
is well-defined. The

intersection of two such cylinder sets is either the smaller of the two or empty.

The following theorem shows that the equivalence induced by the logic POCTL* agrees

with strong bisimulation:

Theorem 1. The logic POCTL* characterises strong bisimilarity, i. e., two states are

strongly bisimilar iff they satisfy the same POCTL* state formulas, and two paths are

(statewise) strongly bisimilar iff they satisfy the same POCTL* path formulas.

The proof is mostly based on the proof of Theorem 10.67 of [1], adapted to the

setting of HMMs – details see Appendix A. The completeness proof does not rely on

the until operator being part of the logic; therefore, the sublogic of POCTL*-formulas

without until formulas is sufficient for characterising state-based strong bisimilarity.

Thus, it conservatively extends the result for Markov chains [1].

{s1↦1} ~wb {t1↦1} {s1↦1} ~sb {t1↦1} / 
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logical characterisation 

Goal of logical characterisation: 
Find a logic with the property 
“Two states are bisimilar (~, ~sb, ~wb) iff they satisfy the same formulas.” 

Relation Characterising logic 
~ POCTL* 

~sb SBBL* 
~wb WBBL* 



4.2 Strong belief bisimilarity

In this section we will present a logical characterisation of strong belief bisimilarity.

First, in Subsection 4.2, we will discuss that several operators of POCTL* are too dis-

criminative with respect to belief bisimilarity. Then, we define the logic SBBL*, which

characterises strong belief bisimilarity.

POCTL* is too discriminative. In the example of figure 4, we illustrate why we shall

have to remove a few operators to characterise strong belief bisimilarity. Every transi-

tion in the HMM produces the same observation.

– A nested probabilistic operator !1 := P!0.5 (P!1 (X a3)). Consider belief state b1

defined by b1(s2) = b1(s4) = 0.5, and b2 defined by b2(s1) = b2(s3) = 0.5. It
follows that b1 !sb b2, but b1 |= !1, while b2 "|= !1. The distinguishing power of

the formula !1 comes from the fact that s2 (in the support of b1) satisfies the inner

probabilistic formula, whereas no state in the support of b1 does the job.

– The conjunction !2 := P!0.5 (a1 # a2). For the belief states b1 and b2 defined

above, it holds then b2 |= !2 but b1 "|= !2.

– The conjunction after the path operator X is also distinguishable in this setting.

Consider !3 := P!0.5 (X (a1 # a2)), and belief states 1s7
!sb 1s8

. Similar to the

previous case, we have 1s7
"|= !3 but 1s8

|= !3.

– The until formula (X a1) U"# a2 is satisfied by paths in C(s8, ", s3), but not by
any path starting in s7. Therefore, 1s7

|= P=0

!

(X a1) U"# a2

"

, but 1s8
does not

satisfy this formula.

– The nested until formula¬a1 U"# (a2 U"# a3) holds on paths in C(s8, ", s3, ", s6),
so similarly 1s7

|= P=0

!

¬a1 U"# (a2 U"# a3)
"

.
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Fig. 4. A hidden Markov model.

The logic SBBL*. Based on the dis-

cussion in the previous subsection,

we present a sublogic of POCTL* to

characterise strong belief bisimilar-

ity. We call this logic SBBL*:

# ::= true | a | ¬#

$ ::= # | X! $

! ::= ¬! | ! # ! | P"#p ($)

| P"#p

!

#1 U"n #2

"

Theorem 2. The logic SBBL* characterises strong belief bisimilarity, i. e., two belief

states are strongly belief bisimilar iff they satisfy the same SBBL* belief state formulas.

Proof. We prove soundness again by induction over the structure of the formulas; how-

ever, as the notion of belief bisimulation does not transfer as easily to paths as the notion

of bisimulation, we will let the induction run only over the belief state formulas.

POCTL* is too strong for ~sb 



POCTL* is too strong for ~sb 

•  ●⊨      ●⊭   P≥0.5(P≥1(X a3)) 
•  ●⊭      ●⊨   P≥0.5(a1 ∧ a2) 
•  {s7↦1}⊭     {s8↦1}⊨  P≥0.5(X (a1 ∧ a2)) 
•  {s7↦1}⊨     {s8↦1}⊭  P=0((X a1) U≤∞ a2) 
•  {s7↦1}⊨     {s8↦1}⊭  P=0(¬a1 U≤∞ (a2 U≤∞ a3)) 



SBBL* 

state formulas 
  Φ ::= true | a | ¬Φ | Φ ∧ Φ | ε 

path formulas 
  φ ::= Φ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | XΥ φ | φ U≤n φ 

belief state formulas 
  ε ::= ¬ε | ε ∧ ε | P⋈p(φ) | P⋈p(Φ U≤n Φ) 

SBBL* characterises strong belief bisimilarity. 



WBBL* 

state formulas 
  Φ ::= true | a | ¬Φ 

path formulas 
  φ ::= Φ | XΥ φ | XΥ true 

belief state formulas 
  ε ::= ¬ε | ε ∧ ε | P⋈p(φ) | P⋈p(Φ U≤n Φ) 

WBBL* characterises weak belief bisimilarity. 

Example formulas 
are not in WBBL* 
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Deciding belief bisimilarity 

•  problem: B is uncountable 
 no complete description of B/~sb or B/~wb 

•  solution: 
-  equation system over variables 

b1 := b(s1), b2 := b(s2), ..., bn := b(sn), 
c1 := c(s1), c2 := c(s2), ..., cn := c(sn) 

-  equality holds  b ~sb c 

5:50



Iterative generation of equation system 

•  basis of iteration: 
belief states b and c should have same probability of label or observation 

  Σ   bi = L(b,a) = L(c,a) =   Σ   ci 

•  induction step: 
+ regard one more transition 
+ bring into upper triangular form 
+ delete linearly dependent equations 

•  equation system with 2|S| variables 
-  special form: coefficient for ci is always negative of coefficient for bi 

 at most |S| linearly independent equations 

si ⊨ a si ⊨ a 



time complexity 

•  bringing to upper triangular form is most costly step 

•  weak belief bisimilarity: 
-  generate ≤ |S| + |AP| + |Ω| equations with 2|S| unknowns 
-  time complexity is ∈O(|S|3) 

•  strong belief bisimilarity: 
-  generate ≤ max {|AP| + |Ω|, |S|·|Ω|} equations with 2|S| unknowns 
-  time complexity is ∈O(|S|3|Ω|) 

•  better than ∈O(|S|4) 
[Doyen, Henzinger, Raskin: FCS’08] 

6:15
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Conclusions 

•  WBBL* is too weak to describe standard property on HMMs: 
“What state has a high/the highest probability, 
given a certain sequence of observations?” 

•  Weak belief bisimulation does not preserve this property 

•  Improved time complexity from O(|S|4) to O(|S|3) 


